investigated the sensitivity of the amplitude of the ignition induced pressure wave in a 5-in, 54-cal gun to the changes in the values of the friction factor f,. Nominal values of friction factor of 0.875, 1.75, and 3.5 were chosen for study. It was shown that a doubling of the friction factor has a strong effect on the smoothness of the pressure history. Large differences between breech and bore pressure for these three values of friction factor were calculated (e.g., the peak pressure difference observed for 3.5 was about 70% higher than for 1.75). Thus, the value of the friction factor used will have an important effect on the accuracy of the prediction of the interior ballistic flow.
In the following, a re-examination of the data which is the basis of one of the currently used bed drag correlation models is given. It is shown that, by minimizing the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the data points and the proposed functional relationship, the accuracy in the prediction of the coefficient of drag of propellant beds can be improved. Ergun (1952) , Kuo and Nydegger (1978) , and Jones and Krier (1983) have proposed models relating coefficient of drag and Reynolds number for gas flow through packed beds over the ranges illustrated in Figure 1 . Following Jones and Krier, the relation between friction factor and coefficient of drag may be represented as is = Fv[(I -*)/Re], where 0 is the porosity of the packed bed, F, the coefficient of drag, and Re the Reynolds number of the gas flow based on particle size, with particle size much less than tube diameter.
ANALYSIS
In making the transition from the straight-line relation proposed by Ergun, FV = 1 5 0o+1. 7 5 (ReJ (1) While nonlinear regression normally seeks to minimize the sum of the squared residuals, just as in ordinary Ninear regression, the computational procedures are iterative and may diverge or converge to local extrema. Furthermore, these procedures may be sensitive to specified initial conditions. Following a systematic selection of initial conditions, we determined that the equation
provides an improved representation of the data modeled by Jones and Krier. The RMSE (an estimate of the standard deviation of the residuals and a commonly used measure for adequacy of fit) is 1,727, bead sz.
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o 4zl O~w' An approximate confidence interval for the exponent of Re' in Equation 4 was determined using procedures detailed in Bates and Watts (1988) or Ratkowski (1990) . A 95% confidence interval for the fitted exponent 0.91 is the interval [.84, .98] . Since this interval fails to cover unity, a straight-line relation like Ergun's for higher Reynolds numbers is not supported by these data.
Transforming the variables (Re', Fv) by taking logarithms, as suggested by the residual plot in Figure 3 , effectively linearizes the data. This was pointed out previously by Jones and Krier. In regression analysis, a measure of precision of the regression line which is often used in addition to RMSE is given by a statistic denoted as R 2 . The value taken on by R 2 in the unit interval [0, 1] quantifies the amount of variation in the response Fv accounted for by the regression line. Values close to one are highly desirable, indicating that the regression has effectively accounted for the variation in the response.
The regression line determined after transformation of these data has an R 2 value, R 2 = 0.98. Comparison between linear models and nonlinear models is difficult. RMSE values cannot be compared across the transformation, and a well defined R 2 statistic for nonlinear models does not exist. 
If an expression Fv

CONCLUSIONS
Keeping in mind the observation of Robbins and Gough (1978) about the sensitivity of the pressure smoothness and history to the friction factor, the difference in the calculated coefficient of drag from the two relationships (Equations 3 and 4) is judged to be significant. Significant, since consistent with current practice, these relationships are used to calculate the drag within the propellant bed. Indeed, it would be desirable to re-examine the functional form of the other popularly used coefficients of drag to see the difference in predicted values when the RMSEs are minimized.
G. E. P. Box, an influential contemporary statistician, has remarked that "No model is correct, but some are useful." It is in this spirit that we offer these remarks, along with the hope for an incremental move toward a more useful model. 
